The Enrolment Guide below outlines the units that you will complete in the Standard Foundation Program (Science Stream) and the order in which you should complete them.

To know which elective units you should take, you should refer to the Handbook and check the articulation conditions for the degree you would like to articulate into.

### Stage 1 – Your First Term at MUIC
- **Unit 1 (Core)**: WFEN0001 Academic English 1
- **Unit 2 (Elective)**: WFMA0002 Mathematics 2

### Stage 2 – Your Second Term at MUIC
- **Unit 1 (Core)**: WFIT0001 Information Technology
- **Unit 2 (Elective)**: Choose an elective unit. Refer to the Handbook to check the unit requirement for each Bachelor degree articulation

### Stage 3 – Your Third Term at MUIC
- **Unit 1 (Core)**: WFEN0002 Academic English 2
- **Unit 2 (Elective)**: WFMA0003 Mathematics 3

### Stage 4 – Your Fourth Term at MUIC
- **Unit 1 (Core)**: WFRS0001 Research for University Studies
- **Unit 2 (Elective)**: Choose an elective unit. Refer to the Handbook to check the unit requirement for each Bachelor degree articulation

**Elective Units:**
- WFBG0001 Biology (Offered T2, T3, T5, T6)
- WFEC0001 Economics (Offered all terms)
- WFHS0001 History (Offered T2, T3, T5, T6)
- WFCH0001 Chemistry (Offered all terms)
- WFAC0001 Accounting (Offered T2, T3, T5, T6)
- WFMD0001 Media (Offered all terms)

To learn how to enrol through eStudent, watch our ‘How To Enrol’ video on YouTube [here](#).